
THE COLLATERAL SOURCE RULE IN TEXAS:
ITS IMPENDING DEMISE AND A PROPOSED

MODIFICATION

The current crisis in the insurance industry has spawned some
drastic proposals that involve a restructuring of tort damages. In-
cluded among the proposed changes are the elimination of joint and
several liability,' limited recovery of noneconomic damages, 2 limited
contingency fee recovery, 3 and abrogation of the collateral source
rule.4 Although all of the proposals could have substantial ramifi-
cations, this Comment will focus exclusively upon the collateral
source rule (the "rule").

The collateral source rule operates both as a rule of evidence
and a rule of damages. As a rule of evidence, it precludes introduction
into evidence of any benefits the plaintiff obtained from sources
collateral to the defendant.' As a rule of damages, it forces the
defendant to pay for the entire loss he caused despite independent
recoveries by the plaintiff for the same loss. 6 The collateral source
rule as a rule of damages will be addressed in this Comment.

1. See Tex. S.B. 287, 70th Leg., §§ 2.05-.06 (1987) (bill that would eliminate joint and
several liability in tort actions); Phillips, To Be or Not To Be: Reflections on Changing Our
Tort System, 46 MD. L. REV. 55, 61-62 (1986) [hereinafter Phillips] (a "major area of attack
... has been against the doctrine of joint and several liability"); Willard, Restore Balance to

the Tort System, 72 A.B.A. J. 36, 37 (July 1, 1986) [hereinafter Willard] (one recommended
reform by a national panel involved elimination of joint and several liability).

2. See Tex. S.B. 287, 70th Leg., § 2.09 (1987) (limit non-economic damages to $250,000);
Phillips, supra note 1, at 60 ("widespread efforts to limit the amount of recoverable damages
for pain and suffering . . . have met with notable successes . . ."); Willard, supra note 1, at
37 (limited recovery of noneconomic damages recommended by a national panel).

3. See Tex. S.B. 287, 70th Leg., § 2.07 (1987) (maximum allowable contingent fee
decreases as award of damages increases); Phillips, supra note 1, at 59.

4. See Tex. S.B. 287, 70th Leg., § 2.11 (1987) (collateral source recoveries deducted
from damages awarded); Phillips, supra note 1, at 58 (collateral source rule is "[a] longtime
whipping boy of tort law critics"); Willard, supra note 1, at 37 (proposal to eliminate collateral
source rule).

5. M. MINZER, J. NATES, C. KIMBALL, D. AXELROD & R. GOLDSTEIN, DAMAGES IN TORT

ACToNs § 17.00, at 17-9 (1986). The evidence of collateral benefits may be admissible if it is
relevant to a material issue that does not relate to the reduction of damages under the collateral
source rule. Id. § 17.00, at 17-10.

6. Id. § 17.00, at 17-7.
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In part I, the development of the collateral source rule in Texas
will be discussed, including the rule as applied in cases of insurance
proceeds, employment benefits, gratuities, and social legislation ben-
efits. In part II, several current proposals for changes in the collateral
source rule will be explored. Both legislative reforms of the rule by
other states and the current legislative proposal in Texas will be
included. Part III will focus on the validity of the collateral source
rule and address the question: In light of the pressing movement for
reform, should the collateral source rule be retained by Texas?
Finally, this Comment will suggest a modification of the rule, which
will prevent the plaintiff from obtaining a double recovery, while
forcing the defendant to pay for the damages he caused.

I. APPLICATION OF THE COLLATERAL SOURCE RULE IN TEXAS

A. The Exception

The long-established and generally accepted precept concerning
recovery of damages allows a plaintiff only one satisfaction for the
injuries he has sustained. 7 That principle was definitively enunciated
in Texas in 1935 by the commission of appeals in Bradshaw v. Baylor
University." In Bradshaw the court concluded that "an injured party
is entitled to but one satisfaction for the injuries sustained by him." 9

This principle was recently affirmed by the Texas Supreme Court in
T.L. James & Co. v. Statham.10 In Statham, the plaintiff recovered
for his injuries from one wrongdoer and then sued another potential

7. See, e.g., T.L. James & Co. v. Statham, 558 S.W.2d 865, 868-69 (Tex. 1977) (only
one injury, constituting an indivisible cause of action, can receive only one satisfaction);
Bradshaw v. Baylor Univ., 127 Tex. 99, 104, 84 S.W.2d 703, 705 (Tex. Comm'n App. 1935,
opinion adopted) ("an injured party is entitled to but one satisfaction for the injuries sustained
by him"), overruled in part, Duncan v. Cessna Aircraft Co., 665 S.W.2d 414, 432 (Tex. 1984)
(overruling Bradshaw as it applied to strict liability actions).

8. 126 Tex. 99, 104, 84 S.W.2d 703, 705 (Tex. Comm'n App. 1935, opinion adopted),
overruled in part, Duncan v. Cessna Aircraft Co., 665 S.W.2d 414, 432 (Tex. 1984). In
Bradshaw the plaintiff was injured in a collision between a motorbus and a train. The railroad
company compensated him $6,500 to not pursue his claim; instead, the railroad company
pursued the claim against Baylor University. At the trial, the railroad company, bringing its
suit in the name of the plaintiff, recovered $6,500. However, on appeal, the recovery was
struck down because the plaintiff had already been fully compensated through the pre-trial
settlement agreement. Id. at 101-04, 84 S.W.2d at 703-04.

9. Id. at 104, 84 S.W.2d at 705.
10. 558 S.W.2d 865, 868 (Tex. 1977).
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tortfeasor. 11 The subsequent suit involved the same occurrence as had
been the basis of the prior suit.12 The trial court dismissed the claim.13
In affirming that dismissal, the supreme court stated that the ac-
ceptance of the satisfaction by the plaintiff from a tortfeasor released
all other tortfeasors.' 4 The Statham court, in accord with Bradshaw,
reasoned that the injury was indivisible; it constituted a single cause
of action. 5 Thus, receipt of full satisfaction by the plaintiff precluded
any additional recovery by him. 16

Despite this deeply entrenched principle, there is an equally well-
recognized exception to the one satisfaction rule-the collateral source
rule. 17 In general terms, the collateral source rule provides that the

11. Id. at 866.
12. Id. at 866-67.
13. Id. at 867.
14. Id. at 869. The court in Statham also stated that "a claimant in no event will be

entitled to recover more than the amount required for full satisfaction of his damages." Id.
at 868 (citing Bradshaw, 126 Tex. at 104, 84 S.W.2d at 705).

15. Id. at 869.
16. Id.; see also Lubbock Mfg. Co. v. Perez, 591 S.W.2d 907, 923-24 (Tex. Civ. App.-

Waco 1979, writ dism'd by agr.) (payments made by non-liable party, if made in compensation
of the claim, come within the one satisfaction rule). In Perez, Surtigas paid one million dollars
into the court registry and asked the court to disperse it to the multiple plaintiffs. Id. at 923.
However, at the ensuing trial Surtigas was not found liable and the money it paid into the
registry was not credited to the defendants who were liable. The Waco Court of Appeals
determined that the liability of the defendants should be reduced by the payment made by
Surtigas in accord with the rule allowing one satisfaction per injury. Id. The court, with
support from comment f to section 885(3) of the RESTATEMENTr (SEcoND) OF TORTS, found
that payments like the one in this case were typically made by one who is fearful of being
held liable. Thus, the payment is made in compensation of the plaintiff's claim and must
reduce damages. Id. at 924.

17. See Lorentzen & Rankin, The Collateral Source Issue-Forging a Middle Ground, 35
FED'N INS. CoUss. Q. 3, 3 (1984) [hereinafter Lorentzen & Rankin] ("few rules seem more
firmly embedded in the fabric of tort law than the collateral source rule"); see also Fleming,
The Collateral Source Rule and Loss Allocation in Tort Law, 54 CAL. L. REv. 1478, 1482
(1966) [hereinafter Fleming] (the collateral source rule has received "overwhelming acceptance
in this country"). Texas adopted the collateral source rule in Texas & Pac. Ry. v. Levi &
Bro., 59 Tex. 674, 676 (1883).

One should note that Texas has developed at least two additional exceptions to the one
satisfaction rule. Both of the exceptions-one common-law and one created by the legislature-
occur when one defendant settles with the plaintiff and the others go to trial. Under section
33-015 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code, a plaintiff can receive more than a
single satisfaction for his damages. See TEx. Crv. PR.c. & REM. CODE ANN. § 33.015 (Vernon
1986). For example, P settles with A for $10,000, then goes to trial against B and C. At the
trial, P submits A, B, and C's negligence to the jury, which awards P $20,000 and finds that
each defendant was 30% negligent and P was 10% negligent. Because of the prior settlement,
A's portion of the damages ($6,000) is totally released, while B and C are jointly and severally
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defendant may not benefit from money or services supplied to the
plaintiff from sources that are collateral to the defendant.' 8 Thus,
the defendant is forced to pay for damages incurred by the plaintiff
even if the plaintiff was previously compensated for the particular
item independently of the defendant. For example, imagine that P
is injured in an automobile accident because of D's negligence and
as a result, P incurs medical expenses. The expenses are paid by P's
insurer under a health insurance policy. In a subsequent suit by P,
he would be allowed to recover those medical expenses from D
because of the collateral source rule. Similarly, if P's injury caused
him to miss some work, but his employer continued to pay his wages
(either gratuitously or under agreement), then P could still recover
those "lost" wages in the lawsuit. Additionally, if P's wife provided
him with free nursing services during his recovery, the value of the
services would be properly recoverable as damages. To say the least,
this rule has been subject to substantial criticism from commenta-
tors. 9

liable for $12,000. Thus, P receives a total of $22,000 for his injuries. Similarly, the one
satisfaction rule has been overturned as it applied to actions involving strict liability theories
of recovery. Duncan v. Cessna Aircraft Co., 665 S.W.2d 414, 432 (Tex. 1984). The Texas
Supreme Court adopted a percent credit rule to be applied in strict liability actions, allowing
the plaintiff to "bear the risk of poor settlements ... and [receive] the benefit of good
settlements." Id. at 430.

These two exceptions to the one satisfaction rule of Bradshaw suggest that the collateral
source rule can be justified solely on the grounds that a plaintiff should be allowed to recover
as much as his skill and foresight allow. In the partial settlement cases, the skill of obtaining
a good settlement is rewarded, while in the collateral source rule cases, the foresight of
preparing for future contingencies is rewarded.

18. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 920A, at 513 (1979) ("Payments made to or
benefits conferred on the injured party from other sources are not credited against the
tortfeasor's liability although they cover all or part of the harm for which the tortfeasor is
liable.").

19. See Fleming, supra note 17, at 1478 ("welfare state" has turned the collateral source
rule into a bonanza for the plaintiff); Lorentzen & Rankin, supra note 17, at 4-13 (multitude
of collateral sources that are available today give the plaintiff an unnecessary double recovery);
McDowell, The Collateral Source Rile- The American Medical Association and Tort Reform,
24 WASHauRN L.J. 205, 226 (1985) [hereinafter McDowell] (collateral source rule is anachron-
istic in today's society of widespread liability insurance); Schwartz, The Collateral Source Rule,
41 B.U.L. REV. 348 (1961) (uncertain rationale of the collateral source rule and the "prqlif-
eration of social welfare programs" makes the rule subject to criticism); Note, Unreason in
the Law of Damages, 77 HAv. L. REV. 741, 753 (1964) (hereinafter Note] (none of the
arguments in favor of the collateral source rule justify a refusal to mitigate the defendant's
damages by the amount of plaintiff's collateral recoveries); see also West, The Collateral
Source Rule Sans Subrogation: A Plaintiff's Windfall, 16 OKLA. L. REv. 395, 414 (1963)
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The collateral source rule is of ancient judicial origin in the
United States20 and in Texas. 2' In fact, this "exception" has been
controlling in Texas for more than a century. 22 Analysis of the rule's
past development and present status might best be achieved by
examining the rule and the various circumstances to which it applies.
For purposes of clarity, the workings of the collateral source rule in
Texas will be analyzed under the four divisions conveniently provided
by the Restatement (Second) of Torts: (1) insurance; (2) employment
benefits; (3) gratuities; and (4) social legislation benefits. 23

B. Insurance Proceeds

Perhaps the most controversial and definitely the most litigated
aspect of the collateral source rule is in the area of insurance
payments. 24 Generally, proceeds of insurance that are payable from

[hereinafter West] (proposing a modification of the collateral source rule that would prefer
neither party).

The major treatises on torts and damages have also criticized the operation of the collateral
source rule. See D. DOBBS, THE LAW OF REMEDIES § 8.10, at 581-87 (1973) [hereinafter DoBBS];
4 F. HARPER, F. JAMES, & 0. GRAY, THE LAW OF TORTS § 25.22, at 648-70 (2d ed. 1986)
[hereinafter HARPER]. Few commentators have shown unabashed praise for the rule. Several,
however, have approved of the effect of the collateral source rule. See 2 S. SPEISER, C.
KRAUSE, & A. GANS, THE AMERICAN LAW OF TORTS § 8:16, at 530-31 (1985) (favoring the
collateral source rule because the injured party should get the windfall, not the tortfeasor);
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON THE TORT LIABILITY SYSTEM, TOWARDS A JURISPRUDENCE OF INJURY:

THE CONTINUING CREATION OF A SYSTEM OF SUBSTANTIVE JUSTICE IN AMERICAN TORT LAW, 5-

201, 5-205-206 (1984) (on balance the collateral source rule is just); Maxwell, The Collateral
Source Rule in the American Law of Damages, 46 MINN. L. REV. 669, 695 (1962) [hereinafter
Maxwell] (in the present system, the collateral source rule "seems to perform a needed
function"); Moceri & Messina, The Collateral Source Rule in Personal Injury Litigation, 7
GONZ. L. REV. 310, 327-28 (1972) ("the rule is essentially one of fairness and reason and . . .
it shall . . . continue to be a rule of universal application").

20. See The Propeller Monticello v. Mollison, 58 U.S. (17 How.) 152, 154, 15 L. Ed. 68,
70 (1855). One writer on the subject of the collateral source rule has identified Mollison as
the first case in the United States that applied the rule. See Maxwell, supra note 19, at 671
n.6. Mollison involved the collision of an insured ship. See 58 U.S. (17 How.) at 153, 15 L.
Ed. at 69.

21. See Texas & Pac. Ry. v. Levi & Bro., 59 Tex. 674, 676 (1883).
22. See id.
23. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 920A comment c, at 514-15 (1979). These

divisions have been used previously in discussing the collateral source rule. See Note, supra
note 19, at 742-43, 746 (using all the categories except social legislation benefits); Maxwell,
supra note 19, at 672, 679, 687, 689 (using all four divisions).

24. See Maxwell, supra note 19, at 672. In commenting on the applicability of the
collateral source rule to insurance proceeds, the Restatement (Second) of Torts provides:
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a collateral source are not deductible and fall within the collateral
source rule.25 Although application of the rule is basically uniform
regardless of the type of insurance involved, there may be some
significant differences that result from various kinds of policies.2 6

This notable distinction rests upon the presence or absence of a right
of subrogation on behalf of the victim's insurer. Certain types of
policies, such as property or fire insurance, have historically included
such a right, 27 while other varieties, such as health insurance, have
not been so drafted. 2 However, Texas has avoided this distinction
altogether by treating subrogration and non-subrogation policies alike
for purposes of the collateral source rule. 29 Texas courts have focused
on the "wrongful" position of the defendant and the innocence of
the plaintiff in justifying application of the collateral source rule,
regardless of the type of insurance involved.30 The classic statement
of the rationale for the rule in Texas is "that a wrongdoer should
not have the benefit of insurance independently procured by the
injured party ...to which the wrongdoer was not privy."'"

The first case in Texas that applied the collateral source rule to
uphold the plaintiff's receipt of damages from the defendant was

c. The rule that collateral benefits are not subtracted from the plaintiff's recovery
applies to the following types of benefits: (1) Insurance policies, whether maintained
by the plaintiff or a third party. Sometimes, as in fire insurance or collision
automobile insurance, the insurance company is subrogated to the rights of the third
party. This additional reason for keeping the tortfeasor's liability alive is not
necessary, however, as the rule applies to insurance not involving subrogation, such
as life or health policies.

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 920A comment c(l) (1979).
25. See S. SPEISER, C. KRAUSE, & A. GANS, supra note 19, § 8:16, at 536 (1985).
26. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 920A comment c(l) (1979);*see also DOBBS,

supra note 19, § 8.10, at 585 (under property insurance policies, the insurer "is subrogated to
the insured's claim against the tortfeasor," while no such right exists in life, health, or accident
insurance policies).

27. See Duval County Ranch Co. v. Alamo Lumber Co., 663 S.W.2d 627, 632 (Tex.
App.-Amarillo 1983, writ ref'd n.r.e.) (recognizing the long-held right in Texas of subrogation
of the property insurer to the rights of the insured). See generally Note, supra note 19, at
742-43 (discussing the origination of subrogation for property insurers).

28. See Note, supra note 19, at 742-43.
29. See, e.g., Texas & Pac. Ry. v. Levi & Bro., 59 Tex. 674, 676 (1883) (property

insurance); Edmondson v. Keller, 401 S.W.2d 718, 721 (Tex. Civ. App.-Austin 1966, no
writ) (health insurance). In both of these cases the courts applied the collateral source rule to
preclude reduction of the defendant's damages. Levi, 59 Tex. at 676; Edmondson, 401 S.W.2d
at 721.

30. See Levi, 59 Tex. at 676.
31. Brown v. American Transfer & Storage Co., 601 S.W.2d 931, 934 (Tex. 1980) (citing

Levi, 59 Tex. at 676), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1015 (1980).

[Vol. 18:961
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Texas & Pacific Railway v. Levi & Bro.32 In Levi, the plaintiff's
insurance policies reimbursed him for his loss when his cotton was
destroyed by fire. 3 The defendant argued that since the plaintiff had
already been compensated for his losses, the defendant should not
be liable.34 The court, however, in rejecting the defendant's assertion,
enumerated several reasons that justified allowing the plaintiff to
recover both the insurance compensation to which he was entitled
and the damages from the defendant. One justification was the lack
of privity between the plaintiff's insurance company and the defend-
ant.35 The payment to the plaintiff by the insurance company did
not affect the defendant's liability in any way. A second justification
advanced by the court was that the defendant and insurer were not
joint tortfeasors such that payment by one would inure to the benefit
of the other.36 Third, the defendant had made no contribution to the
plaintiff's insurance policy to entitle it to benefit from the insurance
payment.3 7 Thus, the court concluded that "there [was no] legal
principle which seems to require that [the insurance policy] be ulti-
mately appropriated to the defendant's use and benefit."3

Recently the Texas Supreme Court upheld application of the
collateral source rule in a property insurance case.39 Although the
facts in Brown v. American Transfer & Storage Co. ° differed from
those in Levi, the result was the same: the plaintiff received both
insurance proceeds and damages. 4

1 In Brown the plaintiff retained
American Transfer & Storage to move his personal belongings.4 2 The
order for services included a provision stating that Brown would
obtain additional insurance if he so desired. 43 Brown did purchase
insurance and collected on the policy when his goods arrived dam-

32. 59 Tex. 674 (1883).
33. Id. at 675.
34. Id. at 676.
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. Id.
38. Id.
39. See Brown v. American Transfer & Storage Co., 601 S.W.2d 931, 936 (Tex. 1980),

cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1015 (1980).
40. Id. at 934.
41. Id. at 936.
42. Id. at 933.
43. Id. at 934. The provision in the contract actually provided: "I will arrange additional

insurance if desired." The insurance certificate excluded subrogation against American Transfer.
Id.

19871
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aged." American Transfer contended that the collateral source rule
was inapplicable because of the contractual provision for procuring
additional insurance.4 5 However, the court concluded that the contract
provision was merely a warning to the plaintiff.4 6 Brown procured
the insurance on his own and paid the premium himself.47 Therefore,
the defendant in Brown was not allowed to benefit from the insurance
payment received by the plaintiff. 4

The collateral source rule has also been utilized in cases involving
other types of insurance. For example, the collateral source rule was
invoked in two cases involving insurance policies with "medical
payments" provisions.4 9 In each case the defendant's insurance policy
paid for the plaintiff's medical and hospital expenses under the
payments provision. 0 However, the courts allowed the respective
plaintiffs to recover for medical expenses from the defendants because
the "medical payments" provisions were really distinct policies for
which separate premiums had been paid." Although both cases

44. Id.
45. Id. at 935.
46. Id.
47. Id.
48. Id. at 936. The Brown court distinguished the situation when insurance is provided

for in a contract between two parties. Id. at 935. An established line of Texas cases recognizes
only a single recovery for the plaintiff when the contract obligates a party to get insurance in
satisfaction of any potential damage to the subject matter of the contract. See Publix Theatres
Corp. v. Powell, 123 Tex. 304, 313, 71 S.W.2d 237, 241 (Tex. Comm'n App. 1934, opinion
adopted). In Powell, the owner of a theatre building leased it to Cole, who assigned the lease
to a third party. The building was destroyed by fire, and the owner sued both Cole and the
third party. The defendants successfully avoided application of the collateral source rule by
proving that they had paid premiums on an insurance policy that was required by contract
and on which the plaintiff had recovered. When the tenant provides for his negligence by
payment himself or through insurance, he has satisfied the other party's damage claim. Id. at
304-13, 71 S.W.2d at 237-41; see also Tillerson v. Highrabedian, 503 S.W.2d 398, 399-400
(Tex. Civ. App.-Houston [14th Dist.] 1973, writ ref'd n.r.e.) (excluding collateral source rule
when owner, who had already recovered on builder's risk insurance policy for his house
burning down, tried to recover directly from the builder). However, if the lessor carries
insurance on his own, outside the lease agreement, he may recover not only on the policy but
also from the lessee for damages caused when the building burns. See Wichita City Lines v.
Puckett, 156 Tex. 456, 464-65, 295 S.W.2d, 894, 899 (Tex. 1956); Duval County Ranch Co.
v. Alamo Lumber Co., 663 S.W.2d 627, 631-33 (Tex. App.-Amarillo 1983, writ ref'd n.r.e.)
(fire insurance policy was a personal contract between the insurer and the named insured).

49. See Sparks v. Dalton, 458 S.W.2d 836, 840 (Tex. Civ. App.-Fort Worth 1970, no
writ); Edmondson v. Keller, 401 S.W.2d 718, 721 (Tex. Civ. App.-Austin 1966, no writ).

50. Sparks, 458 S.W.2d at 840; Edmondson, 401 S.W.2d at 721.
51. Sparks, 458 S.W.2d at 840; Edmondson, 401 S.W.2d at 721. In Sparks, the plaintiff
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involved peculiar facts, the collateral source rule operated to allow
patent double recoveries in each instance.

Other kinds of insurance policies have been included within the
collateral source rule as well. For instance, in Chapman v. Evans,5 2

the Fort Worth Court of Appeals excluded evidence of the plaintiff's
health and accident insurance policy because a "contract of insurance
does not inure to the benefit of another who is liable for damages.' 5

Similarly, Texas courts have applied the rule in cases involving
disability income 4 and accident insurance policies. 5

A final category of insurance that deserves at least cursory
mention is life insurance, which has also been held to fall within the
collateral source rule.16 The first case in Texas applying the collateral
source rule to life insurance proceeds was Tyler Southeastern Railway
v. Rasberry.5 7 In Rasberry, decided by the court of civil appeals in
1896, the court stated that the defendant may not have the insurance
proceeds deducted from the damages caused by his negligence. 8

was injured while a passenger in an automobile driven by the defendant. 458 S.W.2d at 837.
The medical payments provison of the defendant's insurance policy treated the plaintiffs as
beneficiaries to the extent of their medical expenses. Yet, this coverage was "wholly separable"
from the liability insurance maintained by the defendant. Id. at 840. Thus, the defendant was
forced to pay for the plaintiff's medical expenses twice: once under the medical payments
provision and once under the liability insurance policy. The Sparks court concluded: "The
'collateral source' rule was applicable though it resulted in what seemed (from defendant's
viewpoint) to be a double recovery." Id.

52. 186 S.W.2d 827 (Tex. Civ. App.-Fort Worth 1945, writ ref'd w.o.m.).
53. Id. at 831. In Chapman, defendant's counsel injected the plaintiff's insurance into

the case by means of several carefully constructed questions. Id. at 830. The court concluded
that the instructions by the trial court, requiring the jury to disregard the comments about
insurance, were insufficient to overcome the harmful effect of counsel's questions. Id. at 831.
Rather, "the harmful effect must have necessarily remained in the minds of the jurors." Id.

Chapman is an example of the interaction between the "evidence" and "damages" aspects
of the collateral source rule. In Chapman, defense counsel violated the rule of evidence by
asking the prejudicial questions, and the court concluded that the collateral source rule of
damages may have been compromised as a result (the jury might reduce the plaintiff's damages
because of the presence of insurance). See id.

54. See Missouri, Kan. & Tex. Ry. v. Lynch, 90 S.W. 511, 513 (Tex. Civ. App. 1905,
writ ref'd).

55. See Missouri, Kan. & Tex. Ry. v. Rains, 40 S.W. 635, 636 (Tex. Civ. App. 1897,
writ ref'd).

56. See El Paso Elec. Ry. v. Buttrey, 260 S.W. 897, 902 (Tex. Civ. App.-EI Paso 1924,
writ dism'd); Houston & Tex. Cent. R.R. v. Lemair, 119 S.W. 1162, 1166 (Tex. Civ. App.
1909, writ ref d).

57. 34 S.W. 794 (Tex. Civ. App. 1896, writ ref'd).
58. Id. at 795. The court in Rasberry, characterizing the issue before it as one of first
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Subsequently, the Texas Supreme Court affirmed this rule, reasoning
that the wrongdoer "will not be permitted to set off against an
injury caused by himself the amount of an insurance policy which
his wrongful act matured." 5 9 Otherwise, a defendant could protect
himself against his own wrongful act to the extent of plaintiff's
insurance.6o

One common thread running through the insurance cases that
have applied the collateral source rule is the similarity of the rationale
behind each case. After the foregoing review, the reasoning of the
courts can be repeated easily. The plaintiff obtained the insurance
independently of the defendant, who had no privity with the insurer.
Furthermore, the wrongdoing defendant should certainly not benefit
from the plaintiff's foresight. Significantly, Texas courts have not
restricted this rationale to insurance cases, but have applied the rule
to cases involving employment benefits. A survey of these cases
follows.

C. Employment Benefits

The collateral source rule has the same century-old roots in the
employment benefits area as it does in the insurance area. 6' In 1886

impression, adopted the rule of Harding v. Townshend, 43 Vt. 536 (1871). Harding, decided
25 years prior to Raspberry, was one of the earliest cases in the United States to apply the
collateral source rule. The Vermont court precluded the town of Townshend from setting off
insurance proceeds received by the plaintiff against the damage award. The rationale of the
court was that between the insurer and wrongdoer, the party at fault should bear the burden
of compensating the injured party. Id. at 539. Thus, the defendant was forced to fully
compensate the plaintiff.

59. See Francis v. Atchison, T. & S.F. Ry., 113 Tex. 202, 211, 253 S.W. 819, 822-23
(1923), overruled on other grounds, Sanchez v. Schindler, 651 S.W.2d 249, 251 (Tex. 1983).

60. El Paso Elec. Ry. v. Buttrey, 260 S.W. 897, 902 (Tex. Civ. App.-E1 Paso 1924, writ
dism'd); see Houston & Tex. Cent. R.R. v. Lemair, 119 S.W. 1162, 1166 (Tex. Civ. App.
1909, writ ref'd) (jury should not consider the fact that decedent's life was insured and that
plaintiffs would be entitled to collect on the policy).

61. Concerning employment benefits, the Restatement (Second) of Torts provides:
(2) Employment benefits. These may be gratuitous, as in the case in which the
employer, although not legally required to do so, continues to pay the employee's
wages during his incapacity. They may also be benefits arising out of the employment
contract or a union contract. They may be benefits arising by statute, as in worker's
compensation acts or the Federal Employers' Liability Act. Statutes may subrogate
the employer to the right of the employee, or create a cause of action other than
subrogation.

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 920A comment c(2) (1979).
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the Texas Supreme Court, in Missouri Pacific Railway v. Jarrard,62

allowed the plaintiff to recover damages from the defendant for his
lost wages, despite the fact that the plaintiff's employer had already
paid him for the lost time. The court opined that if the wage
continuance was either in a contract or by the grace of the employer,
the defendant was not entitled to the resulting benefit. 63

Subsequent cases have dutifully followed Jarrard.6 Another old
case, St. Louis & S.F. Railway v. Clifford,65 gave an expanded
rationale for using the collateral source rule to prevent the defendant
from benefiting by the plaintiff's receipt of wages for lost time from
his employer. 66 The court announced that public policy demands that
the tortfeasor not be allowed to defend his liability for the plaintiff's
lost time on the ground that a third party, who is not in sympathy
with the defendant, has paid an amount that should reduce the
defendant's damages .67

Excluding evidence of continued payment of wages by the plain-
tiffs employer, as occurs with the collateral source rule, has created
an interesting problem of evidence for defendants. A defendant may
want to show that the plaintiff missed more work than was necessary
because he had the benefit of continued receipt of wages. However,
in R.E. Dumas Milner Chevrolet Co. v. Morphis,68 the defendant
was unsuccessful in getting into evidence proof of wage payments
made by the plaintiff's employer. 69 Instead, the evidence was excluded

62. 65 Tex. 560 (1886).
63. Id. at 566. The court actually stated: "The time was lost by him, and what it was

worth, he was properly authorized to recover." Id.
64. See American Cooperage Co. v. Clemons, 364 S.W.2d 705, 712 (Tex. Civ. App.-

Fort Worth 1963, writ ref'd n.r.e.) (when money is paid to one as wages, under voluntary
circumstances, the defendant gets no credit for the payments made to the plaintiff); Graves v.
Poe, 118 S.W.2d 969, 970 (Tex. Civ. App.-El Paso 1938, writ dism'd) (continuance of
plaintiff's salary was a "grace" from plaintiff's employer that did not abate defendant's
damages); Houston Belt & Terminal Ry. v. Johansen, 143 S.W. 1186 (Tex. Civ. App.-El
Paso 1912) (wages paid by city are not to be considered by the jury), aff'd, 179 S.W. 853
(Tex. 1915).

65. 148 S.W. 1163 (Tex. Civ. App.-Dallas 1912, writ ref'd).
66. Id. at 1165.
67. Id. (quoting Nashville, Chatanooga, & St. Louis Ry. v. Miller, 120 Ga. 456,

47 S.E. 959, 960 (1904)).
68. 337 S.W.2d 185 (Tex. Civ. App.-Fort Worth 1960, writ ref'd n.r.e.).
69. Id. at 188. Actually, in Morphis, a partnership agreement was involved that allowed

a disabled partner to continue to get his full share of profits for three months after he was
disabled. He could also get a one-half share for the following six months. Id. at 187.
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in accordance with the collateral source rule. The court held in
Morphis that absent some actual evidence of malingering on the part
of the plaintiff, the continued payment of wages could not be
admitted. A contract for wages to be paid during an illness or
accident is not of itself evidence that the plaintiff exaggerated his
injuries. 0 Of greatest import in Morphis however, is the court's
process of reasoning. It concluded that to allow the contested evidence
would discourage the practice of getting insurance protection for the
various contingencies that are a part of living.7" Therefore, "[iut may
be better for the wrongdoer to suffer a possible disadvantage than
for an innocent person to suffer from the certain evils of a different
practice.' '

72

D. Gratuities

A third kind of benefit, the receipt of which will invoke the
collateral source rule, is the providing of free services to the injured
victim by a party independent of the defendant. 73 In fact, this
application of the collateral source rule has been cited as the reason
for the rule's initial widespread acceptance. 74 Consistent with this
assertion, the two significant Texas cases on this point date from the
early twentieth century.75 The distinct holdings of courts in these
cases is that the defendant cannot possibly claim the benefit of
gratuitous services rendered expressly for the plaintiff. Thus, the
plaintiff may recover from the defendant for the value of the services
(usually medically related) despite the absence of any actual monetary
loss by the plaintiff. 76

70. Id. at 188.
71. Id.
72. Id. at 189.
73. With regard to gratuities, the Restatement provides: "(3) Gratuitous. This applies to

cash gratuities and to the rendering of services. Thus the fact that the doctor did not charge
for his services or the plaintiff was treated in a veterans hospital does not prevent his recovery
for the reasonable value of the services." RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 920A comment
c(3) (1979).

74. See McDowell, supra note 19, at 207. McDowell suggests that the collateral source
rule arose in a time when there was little insurance but much "people helping." Thus, he
argues, gratuitous services support maintenance of the rule, but not the recovery of insurance
proceeds. Id. at 207-09.

75. See Houston & Tex. Cent. R.R. v. Gerald, 128 S.W. 166, 170 (Tex. Civ. App. 1910,
writ ref'd) (gratuitous nursing care); St. Louis S.W. Ry. v. Gregory, 73 S.W. 28, 29 (Tex.
Civ. App. 1903, no writ) (free doctor services).

76. See Gregory, 73 S.W. at 29.
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In Houston & Texas Central Railway v. Gerald7 7 the plaintiff's
wife provided nursing services to the plaintiff, but he was still allowed
to recover for the value of the services through the collateral source
rule.7 8 The defendant argued that such a recovery should be denied
because it was the wife's duty to provide the services. In contrast to
the normally straightforward rationale for the rule in gratuity cases,
the court in Gerald went through a convoluted analysis in reaching
its result. First, the court determined that the plaintiff's injury
rendered a nurse's services necessary. Second, it noted that the
plaintiff was entitled to have his wife take care of the household
chores, and if she had been injured by the defendant, the plaintiff
could have recovered. Third, since she was prevented from doing the
household chores because of the plaintiff's injury, the same reasoning
applies and the plaintiff may recover from defendant for such lost
services. Therefore, the Gerald court concluded that if a plaintiff
may recover in this indirect way, he should be allowed a direct
recovery for the value of his wife's nursing services. 79

The fallacies of the court's rationale, and even more so the
superfluous nature of the rationale, are so obvious that they need
no expansion. A more defensible position for application of the
collateral source rule is asserted later in the court's opinion, when it
stated that if the wife had not been willing to provide the nursing
services, the plaintiff could have recovered the costs of employing a
nurse. 80

An even earlier case, St. Louis Southwestern Railway v. Gre-
gory,8 reached the same conclusion as the court in Gerald, but with
much greater ease. In Gregory the court ruled that the plaintiff's
recovery was not reduced simply because medical services were gra-
tuitously provided to the plaintiff by a parent. Rather, the plaintiff
could recover the reasonable value of such services from the wrong-
doer.

8 2

77. 128 S.W. 166 (Tex. Civ. App. 1910, writ ref'd).
78. Id. at 170-71.
79. Id.; see City of Dallas v. Moore, 74 S.W. 95, 98 (Tex. Civ. App. 1903, no writ)

(evidence of husband's services in attending his wife would be admissible on remand of the
case).

80. 128 S.W. at 170-71.
81. 73 S.W. 28 (Tex. Civ. App. 1903, no writ).
82. Id. at 29.
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E. Social Legislation Benefits

A final category of cases in which Texas courts utilize the
collateral source rule includes cases involving the receipt by the
plaintiff of social legislation benefits.8 3 Although these cases have
similarities to both employment benefit situations and gratuity cases,
the classification is sufficiently distinct to deserve separate treatment
and analysis.

The Texas social legislation benefit cases have arisen generally
from the plaintiff's receipt of free medical services from the Veteran's
Administration ("VA"). Texas Power & Light Co. v. Jacobs4 is a
good illustration of these cases. 85 In Jacobs, the plaintiff's medical
expenses were supplied by the VA, and the defendant asserted that
he should not be liable for that part provided by the VA.86 However,
as one might expect, the court held that the defendant could not
claim the advantage of a gratuity that inured to the plaintiff's
benefit.8 7 The court stated: "[T]he wrongdoer should not be permitted
to profit by any gratuity extended to his victim .... "88 By way of
analysis, the court concluded that the plaintiff had paid for the right
to receive gratuitous medical services by his employment in the United
States Navy. In other words, the hospital and medical services given
by the government to members of the Navy were compensation to
the employees for services rendered.8 9 This mode of thought, one
might conclude, prevented the plaintiff from receiving a double
recovery.

83. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 920A comment c(4) (1979) ("Social legislation
benefits. Social security benefits, welfare payments, pensions under special retirement acts, all
are subject to the collateral-source rule.").

84. 323 S.W.2d 483 (Tex. Civ. App.-Waco 1959, writ ref'd n.r.e.).
85. See also City of Fort Worth v. Barlow, 313 S.W.2d 906, 910-11 (Tex. Civ. App.-

Fort Worth 1958, writ ref'd n.r.e.) (free medical services provided by government did not
abate the defendant's damages). Similar to Jacobs, Barlow involved free medical services
provided to the plaintiff because of his veteran status. In applying the collateral source rule,
the court restated the general rule: "No abatement of damages on the ground of partial
compensation can properly be made where the evidence shows funds have been received from
a collateral source independent of the defendant." Id. at 911. Thus, the defendant must still
pay necessary medical expenses even though services have been gratuitously rendered. Id.

86. 323 S.W.2d at 494.
87. Id.
88. Id. at 495.
89. Id. This analysis apparently began in Maryland in Plank v. Summers, 203 Md. 552,
., 102 A.2d 262, 266 (1954). It has since been adopted by Texas courts in both Jacobs,

323 S.W.2d at 495, and Barlow, 313 S.W.2d at 911.
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Of course, Texas courts have applied the collateral source rule
to other cases that involved social legislation benefits. For example,
in Texas Employers Insurance Association v. Garces,9° the San An-
tonio Court of Appeals upheld exclusion of evidence of the plaintiff's
social security and welfare benefits in compliance with the collateral
source rule. 9' Garces was a worker's compensation case; therefore,
the social security benefits available to the plaintiff decreased based
upon the receipt of disability benefits. Thus, the court implied that
admission into evidence of the collateral benefits is not necessary to
prevent a double recovery by the plaintiff; a protection is built into
the system.

92

Another social legislation benefit to which Texas courts have
applied the collateral source rule is unemployment compensation. In
Century Papers, Inc. v. Perrino,9 the plaintiff sued his employer for
breach of the employment contract. 94 On appeal, the employer argued
that the trial court should have deducted the amount the plaintiff
received and was to receive from unemployment compensation from
the damages awarded to the plaintiff. 95 The court of appeals held
that unemployment compensation is intended to "alleviate the distress
of unemployment." 96 Thus, since the payments were not to diminish
the employer's damages for wrongful discharge, the employer was
not entitled to a set-off. Rather, the collateral source rule prohibited
introduction of the receipt of the unemployment compensation ben-
efits .

97

The preceding examination of the collateral source rule demon-
strates the consistency of the rationale behind the rule: the wrong-
doing defendant should not get credit for a benefit that the plaintiff

90. 492 S.W.2d 723 (Tex. Civ. App.-San Antonio 1973, no writ).
91. Id. at 726.
92. See Twin City Fire Ins. Co. v. Gibson, 488 S.W.2d 565, 571 (Tex. Civ. App.-

Amarillo 1972, writ ref'd n.r.e.) ("collateral source rule prevents a litigant from showing
payments from other sources such as insurance, retirement fund, social security, etc.").

93. 551 S.W.2d 507 (Tex. Civ. App.-Texarkana 1977, writ ref'd n.r.e.).
94. Id. at 508.
95. Id. at 510. This argument by the employer was based on the general rule that an

employer gets a set-off for amounts the employee should or could earn through other
employment. Id.

96. Id. at 511. The significance of the conclusion of the Texarkana Court of Appeals as
to the purpose of unemployment compensation was that it struck at the heart of the employer's
argument. If the benefits are not earned amounts, then there is no set-off for the employer.
Id. at 510-11.

97. Id.

1-9871
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procured on his own, earned on his own, or received gratuitously.
Yet, it also shows the lengths to which courts will go in justifying
application of the collateral source rule. The obvious result is some-
times based on a somewhat strained rationale.

II. TORT REFORM AND THE COLLATERAL SOURCE RULE

In the past decade, tort law, specifically in the area of medical
malpractice, has undergone significant change. Texas joined in this
movement when it enacted the Medical Liability and Insurance Im-
provement Act of Texas ("MLIIA") in 1977.9 The purpose of the
MLIIA, at least in part, was to respond to the perceived insurance
crisis in the area of medical malpractice insurance. 99 The MLIIA
responded by requiring pre-suit notice of all claims,' °° redefining
informed consent,' 0' limiting the use of res ipsa loquitur, 0 2 establish-
ing a two-year statute of limitations, 03 and placing a ceiling on a
health care provider's liablity.0 4 The MLIIA did not address the
collateral source rule, although there is no doubt that the American
Medical Association would like the rule to be eliminated.10 5

It appears that a new surge of reform is currently being advo-
cated. This time, the target is tort law in general. 10 A national panel
determined that some of the same reforms adopted by many states,

98. See TEx. REv. Crv. STAT. ANN. art. 4590i, §§ 1.01-12.01 (Vernon Supp. 1986). See
generally Keith, The Texas Medical Liability and Insurance Improvement Act-A Survey and
Analysis of Its History, Construction and Constitutionality, 36 BAYLOR L. Rv. 265 (1984)
(thorough explanation of the MLIIA's provisions and its effect on Texas law).

99. See TEx. REv. Cirv. STAT. ANN. art. 4590i, § 1.02.
100. See id. § 4.01.
101. See id. §§ 6.01-6.07.
102. See id. § 7.01.
103. See id. § 10.01.
104. See id. §§ 11.01-11.04.
105. See Browning, Doctors and Lawyers Face Off, 72 A.B.A. J. 38, 39 (July 1, 1986)

(the AMA's "Action Plan" proposes to eliminate the collateral source rule). It is unquestioned
that the insurance industry would also like the collateral source rule to be abolished. See
Sharpe, President's Page, 52 INs. CoUNs. J. 360, 360-62 (1985) [hereinafter Sharpe]. In a
scathing attack on the collateral source rule, the President of the Insurance Council Journal
made clear the insurance industry's opposition to the rule. He claimed that the rule "fraud-
ulently requires the general public which pays all forms of insurance premiums to pay for
medical bills, salary replacement and other benefits one time through the medical insurance
policy of the plaintiff or his employer and a second time through the liability policy of the
defendant." Id. at 360.

106. See Sharpe, supra note 105, at 360-61; see also Tex. S.B. 287, 70th Leg., § 1.01
(1987) (bill proposing to extend reforms to tort law in general).
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including Texas, for the medical malpractice area should be extended
to tort law generally. 10 7 Among the changes recommended by the
panel was reducing the plaintiff's damages in cases where compen-
sation has been received from certain collateral sources. 108

Elimination of the collateral source rule in tort law as a whole
would be revolutionary in United States jurisprudence. During the
wave of medical malpractice reform in the mid-1970's, many states
did abolish the collateral source rule, but only in medical malpractice
actions."°9 It has been persuasively argued that if the collateral source
rule is eliminated in medical malpractice cases, it is equally necessary
to abolish it in other tort actions. °10 Thus, the attacks on the collateral
source rule will be examined next to determine the nature of the
various reforms of the rule. Then, the rationale for the rule will be
analyzed in light of its impending demise.

A. Reform of the Collateral Source Rule by Other Jurisdictions

The state statutes"' abrogating the collateral rule share two
common traits: (1) their application is limited to medical malpractice
actions; and (2) they allow the introduction into evidence of some
collateral benefits received by the plaintiff. 1 2 On the other hand,

107. See Willard, supra note 1, at 37.
108. Id. Other reforms recommended by the panel included: (1) retain fault as a basis for

tort liability; (2) require causation to be founded on credible evidence; (3) eliminate joint and
several liability in all cases except when defendants acted in concert; (4) place a cap on noneconomic
damages; (5) allow periodic payments of damages for future medical care and lost income; (6)
limit attorney's fees. /d.

109. See, e.g., CAL Cr¢. CODE § 3333.1 (West Supp. 1987); N.Y. Cr. PRAc. L. & R. §
4545(a) (McKinney Pamph. 1987). A total of twenty states abolished the collateral source rule
by statute. See McDowell, supra note 19, at 205 n.4 (listing the states and statutes).

110. See McDowell, supra note 19, at 219-21.
Ill. At least 20 states have passed statutes overruling the collateral source rule, including:

ALASKA STAT. § 09.55.548 (Supp. 1986); ARiz. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12-565 (Supp. 1986); CAL.
Cw. CODE § 3333.1 (West Supp. 1986); CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 323-24 (West Pamph.
Supp. 1986); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 18, § 6862 (Supp. 1984); FLA. STAT. ANN. § 768.76 (Supp.

1987); IW. ANN. STAT. § 110:2-1205 (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1986); IOWA CODE ANN. § 147.136
(West Supp. 1986); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 60-3403 (Supp. 1986); NEB. REV. STAT. § 44-2819
(1978); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 507-C:7 (1983); N.Y. Cry. PRAc. L. & R. § 4545 (McKinney
Pamph. Supp. 1987); N.D. CENT. CODE § 26-40.1-08 (1978) (repealed 1983); Ono REV. CODE
ANN. § 2305.27 (1981); R.I. GEN. LAWS § 9-19-34 (1985); S.D. CODIFIED LAWS ANN. § 21-3-
12 (1979); TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-119 (1980); UTAH CODE ANN. § 78-14-4.5 (Supp. 1986);

WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 7.70.080 (1976).

112. See McDowell, supra note 19, at 216.
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differences between the laws abound. For instance, some allow the
jury to decide whether to reduce the damages,1 3 while others require
the judge to make the deduction as a matter of law."' Additionally,
the status of subrogation differs under the various statutes. Some
abolish the right expressly;" 5 however, others retain subrogation and
prohibit any damage reduction when the right is present."1 6 Further-
more, the laundry list of admissible benefits varies among the stat-
utes. 7 Perhaps the greatest split occurs over the admissibility of life
insurance benefits. Many states exempt life insurance benefits from
their statute's coverage,"' while others allow it to be admitted into
evidence with any other collateral benefits." 9

B. Proposed Reform of the Collateral Source Rule in Texas

The Texas legislature recently took the first step toward extending
medical malpractice reforms to tort law generally. Senate Bill 287120
and House Bill 564121 propose sweeping reforms of Texas tort law. 122

113. See, e.g., AIuz. REv. STAT. ANN. § 12-565(A) (Supp. 1986); CAL. CIv. CODE §
3333.1(a) (West Supp. 1986).

114. See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 323-24 (West Pamph. Supp. 1986); FLA. STAT.
ANN. § 768.76(1) (Supp. 1987).

115. See ARIz. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12-565(C) (Supp. 1986) (no subrogation unless expressly
permitted by statute); CAL. Civ. CODE § 3333.1(b) (West Supp. 1986) (no subrogation allowed).
It would seem obvious that if a statute abolishes the collateral source rule, the right of

subrogation must also be abolished. See McDowell, supra note 19, at 225 ("The state cannot
effect the reforms called for by abolishing the Collateral Source Rule, if it leaves the right of

subrogation in place").
116. See, e.g., S.D. CODIFIED LAWS ANN. § 21-3-12 (1979) (evidence of plaintiff's insurance

is admissible, except that for which a right of subrogation existed); UTAH CODE ANN. § 78-
14-4.5(1) (Supp. 1986) (no reduction of plaintiff's damages for sources that have subrogation

rights).

117. Compare AsIz. Rv. STAT. ANN. § 12-565(A) (Supp. 1986) (allowing admission of

social security, workers' compensation and any insurance benefits) with DEL. CODE ANN. tit.
18, § 6862 (Supp. 1984) (allowing admission of any public collateral source benefit and any

change in marital or financial status).
118. See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 324-2(a) (West Pamph. Supp. 1986) (collateral

source includes all insurance except life insurance); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 60-3403(a)(1) (Supp.
1986) (all insurance except life insurance is admissible into evidence).

119. See, e.g., CAL. Civ. CODE § 3333.1(a) (West Supp. 1986) (laundry list of admissible
benefits does not exclude life insurance); N.H. REv. STAT. ANN. § 507-C:7 (1983) (all payments
from insurance received by plaintiff may be introduced into evidence).

120. Tex. S.B. 287, 70th Leg. (1987).
121. Tex. H.B. 564, 70th Leg. (1987). The Senate and House Bill are identical in substance,

thus they will be referred to collectively as Senate Bill 287.

122. See Tex. S.B. 287, 70th Leg. (1987).
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The statute purports to be necessary because of the serious liability
insurance crisis which exists, 2  as well as because of the lack of
predictability that plagues the civil justice system.' 24 To remedy the
situation, many reforms are proposed,' 25 including abrogation of the
collateral source rule. 126

123. See id. § 1.01(2).
124. See id. § 1.01(4).
125. See supra notes 1-4 and accompanying text.
126. See Tex. S.B. 287, 70th Leg., § 2.11 (1987). Under the bill, collateral source

modification would be contained in chapter 42 of the Civil Practice and Remedies Code. Thus,
all citations to the bill will be to the proposed chapter of the Civil Practice and Remedies
Code. The new chapter would read as follows:

Sec. 42.001. DEFINITIONS. In this chapter:
(1) "Claimant" means a party, including a plaintiff, counterclaimant, cross-claimant, or third-

party plaintiff, seeking recovery of damages. In an action in which a party seeks recovery of
damages for an injury to another person, damage to the property of another person, or death
of another person, "claimant" includes both that other person and the party seeking recovery
of damages.

(2) "Collateral benefit" means an amount payable to a claimant or for the benefit of a
claimant pursuant to the following as a result of the personal injury, property damage, or
death for which the claimant seeks damages: (A) the United State Social Security Act; (B) a
state or federal program providing medical expenses, disability payments, or other benefits;
(C) health, sickness, or income-disability insurance; (D) accident insurance that provides health
benefits or income-disability coverage; (E) a contract or agreement of a group, organization,
partnership, or corporation to provide, pay for, or reimburse the cost of medical, hospital,
dental, or other health care services; (F) property insurance; or (G) any insurance, including
business interruption insurance, which provides coverage for loss of use of property or related
loss of income.

(3) "Defendant" means a party from whom a claimant seeks recovery of damages.
(4) "Personal injury" means physical illness, disfigurement, or injury; pain and suffering;

mental injury, anguish, or distress; emotional shock or trauma or other emotional harm; or
any loss, economic or noneconomic, deriving from or associated with any of those types of
injury.

(5) "Property damage" means physical damage to property and other damages resulting
from such physical damage, including loss of use of the property and related loss of income.

Sec. 42.002. APPLICABILITY.
(a) This chapter applies to an action in which a claimant seeks damages for personal injury,

property damage, or death, regardless of the legal theories or statutes on the basis of which
recovery is sought, including an action based on intentional conduct, negligence, strict tort
liability, products liability (whether strict or otherwise), or breach of warranty.

(b) In any action to which this chapter applies, the provisions of this chapter shall prevail
over all other law to the extent of any conflict.

Sec. 42.003. REDUCTION OF AMOUNT OF DAMAGES.
(a) The court shall reduce any award of damages to a claimant by the total amount of the

claimant's collateral benefits.
(b) In determining the amount of reduction from an award of damages to the claimant, the

court shall receive evidence concerning the amount of the claimant's collateral benefits. If the
action is tried by a jury, the court shall receive the evidence outside the presence of the jury.
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Under the bill, essentially all forms of insurance (except life
insurance), social security payments, and all state and federal benefit
programs are considered collateral sources. 127 Perhaps most significant
about this proposal is what benefits are excluded. Two exclusions
are particularly significant: (1) wage continuation plans provided by
employers; and (2) gratuitous services provided by family members
or friends. The effect of this would be that claimants could recover
under the proposal for lost wages even though a collateral source
already provided the compensation. The same result would occur
with gratuitous benefits.

The bill provides for the court to reduce any damages by the
amount of collateral benefits (as defined above) received by the
claimant. 12  The procedure would work as follows: The court, outside
the presence of the jury, would receive evidence concerning the
amount of collateral benefits the claimant had obtained.129 After
receiving the necessary evidence, the court would then reduce the
damages by the total amount of collateral benefits. 30 However, the

Sec. 42.004. OFFSET.
(a) The court shall offset a reduction made under Section 42.003 by the amount the claimant

has paid or contributed to secure the right to each collateral benefit that has resulted in a
reduction of the award of damages to the claimant. If the collateral benefit is an insurance
benefit, the court shall offset any reduction made under Section 42.003 by the amount the
claimant paid for the term of coverage during which the personal injury, property damage,
or death for which the claimant seeks damages occurred.

(b) In determining the amount of the offset provided for in Subsection (a), the court shall
receive evidence concerning the amount the claimant has paid or contributed to secure the
right to each collateral benefit that has resulted in a reduction of the award of damages to
the claimant. If the action is tried by a jury, the court shall receive the evidence outside the
presence of the jury.

Sec. 42.005. SUBROGATION. If a person is subrogated to the rights of a claimant, the court
may not reduce an award of damages to the claimant as provided by this chapter to the extent
the subrogation interest of the person is required to be paid from the damage award. The claim-
ant shall bear the burden of proving the amount that is required to be paid to satisfy the subrogation
interest.

Sec. 42.006. WORKERS' COMPENSATION. This chapter does not apply to any workers'
compensation benefits received by a claimant.

Sec. 42.007. PROVISIONS NOT MADE KNOWN TO THE JURY. The provisions of this
chapter may not be made known to the jury through any means, including voir dire, introduc-
tion into evidence, or instruction.
TEX. Crv. PRAc. & REM. CODE ANN. §§ 42.001-42.007 (proposed chapter).

127. See id. § 42.001(2).
128. See id. § 42.003(a).
129. Id. § 42.003(b).
130. Id. § 42.003(a).
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reduction would have to be offset "by the amount the claimant has
paid .. .to secure the right to each collateral benefit ..... "13 Once
again, evidence of such payments would be received out of the jury's
presence.' After being received into evidence, the court would then
increase the claimant's damages by the amount of payments made.'

Despite the broad scope of the collateral source provision, its
effect is limited by section 42.005.11 That section provides that the
court may not reduce the damages when a subrogation interest is
present.' Thus, to the extent the subrogation interest must be paid
from the damage award, such benefits are not "collateral source
benefits" under the bill. 13 6

When compared to the approach taken by other states in medical
malpractice legislation, 3 7 Senate Bill 287 takes a moderate path to
abolition of the collateral source rule. Most significantly, it allows
the introduction of fewer benefits, while allowing the claimant to
recover any payments made to secure the collateral benefit. 13 9 Fur-

131. Id. § 42.004(a).
132. Id. § 42.004(b).
133. Id. § 42.004(a). This procedure might work in the following manner: The plaintiff is

claiming $8,000 in medical expenses, $50,000 for pain and suffering, and $3,000 for lost wages.
The plaintiff received $7,800 (less a $200 deductible) from his health insurer and $3,000 from

his employer. After a trial, the jury returns a verdict for the plaintiff for $61,000 (all the

damages requested). Upon receipt of the verdict, the defendant would want to put on evidence

of the plaintiff's receipt of collateral benefits. Assuming the defendant could do so, the judge
would reduce the plaintiff's damages by the collateral amount-in this instance $7,800.

However, the plaintiff would then want to introduce evidence of how much he paid to

secure the health insurance. Since insurance is involved, the offset would go to the amount

paid "for the term of coverage during which the [event] for which the claimant seeks damages

occurred." Id. § 42.004(a). If the plaintiff had paid $1,200 for the insurance during this

particular "term of coverage," then he would suffer a reduction of $6,600 from his damage
award of $61,000.

134. See id. § 42.005.
135. See id.
136. Id.

137. See supra notes 92-100 and accompanying text.
138. See, e.g., FLA. STAT. ANN. § 768.76(2)(a) (West Supp. 1986) (collateral sources include

social security, income disability, public programs providing medical expenses, all insurance
except life insurance, and wage continuation plans provided by employers); ARIZ. REV. STAT.
ANN. § 12-565(A) (Supp. 1986) (all insurance, workers' compensation benefits, and social

security payments included as collateral sources).
139. TEx. Crv. PRAc. & REM. CODE ANN. § 42.004 (proposed chapter; see supra note 126). This

provision is similar to ones in medical malpractice legislation enacted by many states. See, e.g., CAL.

CIv. CODE § 3333.1(a) (West Supp. 1987) (plaintiff may introduce amount it costs him to obtain
collateral benefits).
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thermore, it retains subrogation rights of insurers,14° excluding those
benefits from the bill.

III. THE COLLATERAL SOURCE RULE JUSTIFIED

The continuing attacks on the collateral source rule, in the form
of abrogation of the rule by state legislatures14' or heavy-handed
criticism from legal commentators, 142 justifies an analysis of the
rationale behind the rule in Texas. If the purpose and foundation of
the rule are valid, then surely the rule should be retained; if not,
then other alternatives should be examined. Thus, the supporting
rationale most commonly adopted by Texas courts will be reviewed
and analyzed in this section. The initial difficulty with this process
however, is discerning the rationale for the rule's use in Texas. As
is the situation in most jurisdictions, "Texas courts neglect to artic-
ulate adequately their reasons for applying the collateral source
rule. . . ."I" Nevertheless, Texas courts appear to rely on three basic
justifications for application of the rule: (1) The wrongdoer should

140. See TEX. Ctv. PRAc. & REM. CODE ANN. § 42.005 (proposed chapter; see supra note
126). This provision has the same effect as the South Dakota medical malpractice provision,
which excludes those collateral benefits that are subject to subrogation from introduction into
evidence. See S.D. CODIHD LAWS ANN. § 21-3-12 (1979). Many states, on the other hand, abolished
the right of subrogation when they abolished the collateral source rule. See, e.g., ARz. REV.
STAT. ANN. § 12-565(C) (Supp. 1986); CAL. CIrv. CODE § 3333.1(b) (West Supp. 1987). The effect
on the plaintiff under both schemes is the same: he receives only one recovery. This results
because the exclusion of subrogated benefits from the bill only gives the "reduction" to the
insurer who holds the subrogation right, rather than to the defendant, which occurs under the
statutes of Arizona and California.

141. See supra note 11-19 and accompanying text.
142. See supra note 19 and accompanying text.
143. Comment, The Texas Collateral Source Rule: A Critical Survey, 54 TEXAS L. REv.

791, 804 (1976) [hereinafter Comment]. The author suggests that a rationale for the rule
advanced by Texas courts has been to avoid unnecessary confusion. See id. at 805. This
reason, he states, is the only one created by Texas courts themselves. The rest of Texas'
rationale has simply been adopted from other jurisdictions. Id. He lists the "adopted" rationale
as follows: (1) the plaintiff deserves the benefit, not the defendant; (2) the defendant deserves
the burden of the loss; (3) the injured party's damages amount to inadequate compensation
and the collateral source rule provides a cushion; (4) the plaintiff paid for the benefits, so he
should get them; (5) the rule carries out the donor's intent. Id. at 805-07.

Clearly, all but the third rationale are included in the three bases given for the rule in the
text. See infra text accompanying notes 144-47. Furthermore, the author admits, concerning
the inadequate compensation rationale, that "[n]o Texas cases directly use this argument as a
justification for the collateral source rule." See id. at 806 n. 112. Although some courts have
used this reason for applying the collateral source rule, see Helfend v. Southern Cal. Rapid
Transit Dist., 2 Cal.3d 1, 12, 465 P.2d 61, 68, 84 Cal. Reptr. 173, 180 (1970), it does not
appear to be a significant factor in Texas' application of the rule.
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bear the entire loss caused by his wrongful act; 1" (2) the plaintiff
should retain any benefit he obtained on his own"" or which was in-
tended for him alone;'" and (3) the defendant should not benefit from
plaintiff's receipt of compensation from sources independent of the
defendant. I4 7

A. The Wrongdoer Should be Punished

The punishment rationale, although not expressly relied upon by
Texas courts, seems implicit in their application of the rule. 4' This
reason has been traditionally recognized as a valid reason for the
collateral source rule. 149

The punishment rationale does have a certain attractiveness in
the context of the collateral source rule when one looks only at
personal accountability. One is inclined to think that the defendant
should pay for all the damages caused by his wrongful act. Such an
instinctive response contravenes the primary goal of tort law-to
compensate the victim. 50 As has been often stated, measuring the

144. This rationale is especially present in the employment benefit cases. See Missouri Pac.
Ry. Co. v. Jarrard, 65 Tex. 560 (1886). In Jarrard, the court held that the plaintiff can recover
for all his lost time, regardless of the wages he received during the time. Id. at 566. The
converse of this is that the defendant must pay for all the wages he causes the plaintiff to
lose. See St. Louis & S.F. Ry. v. Clifford, 148 S.W. 1163 (Tex. Civ. App.-Dallas 1912, writ
ref'd) (tortfeasor gets no benefit from wages paid by a third party who is not in sympathy
with him).

145. See Wichita City Lines v. Puckett, 295 S.W.2d 894, 899 (Tex. 1956) (insurance
procured and paid for by the plaintiff does not reduce his recovery).

146. See St. Louis S.W. Ry. v. Gregory, 73 S.W. 28, 29 (Tex. Civ. App. 1903, no writ).
147. See Brown v. American Transfer & Storage Co., 601 S.W.2d 931, 936 (Tex.), cert.

denied, 449 U.S. 1015 (1980); Texas & Pac. Ry. v. Levi & Bro., 59 Tex. 674, 676 (1883).
148. See supra note 144 and accompanying text.
149. See West, supra note 19, at 411 (recognizing punishment rationale as one of the

traditional reasons given in support of the rule). But see HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.22, at
655-56 (concluding that there is no place for the punishment mentality in tort law damages).

150. See HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.22, at 655. The compensatory goal of tort law has
been emphasized to a greater degree in recent years. See McDowell, supra note 19, at 212-13.
In fact, compensation of the plaintiff appears widely accepted as the "primary function" of
tort law. See Ingber, Rethinking Intangible Injuries: A Focus on Remedy, 73 CALIF. L. REV.
772, 775 (1985); Sugarman, Doing Away With Tort Law, 73 CALIF. L. REv. 555, 559 (1985)
(it is a popular idea to view victim compensation as the central purpose of tort law).

The Restatement (Second) of Torts provides a statement of the purposes of tort law actions:
The rules for determining the measure of damages in tort are based upon the
purposes for which actions of tort are maintainable. These purposes are:
(a) to give compensation, indemnity or restitution for harms;
(b) to determine rights;
(c) to punish wrongdoers and deter wrongful conduct; and
(d) to vindicate parties and deter retaliation or violent and unlawful self-help.

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 901 (1979).
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defendant's liability "by the total amount of the harm done . . . is
compensation in a purely Pickwickian sense that only half conceals
an emphasis on what defendant should pay rather than on what
plaintiff should get."' 5 Of course, in at least one way, the entire
validity of the collateral source rule turns on the perspective from
which the victim's damages are measured. If it is correct that the
extent of the plaintiff's damages, without reduction for independent
compensation, is an inappropriate standard, then collateral source
benefits may not properly be retained by the plaintiff. On the other
hand, if the damages are viewed from the perspective of what the
defendant's conduct caused, not what the plaintiff actually lost, then
the collateral source rule is effective.

There are additional problems with the rationale that the defend-
ant, based on his wrongful conduct, should pay for the full amount
of loss he caused. Perhaps the greatest problem concerns the extent
to which tort law has moved away from fault toward simply com-
pensation. 152 The dramatic increase in liability insurance coverage has
certainly reduced the emphasis on fault in tort litigation. 53 The
prevalence of insurance creates a compensation-conscious society,
which in turn has affected the perception of tort damages. 54 Yet,

151. Apparently, this quote originally came from HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.22, at 651.
152. See McDowell, supra note 19, at 220-21 ("[o]nce the fault orientation to tort liability

has been abandoned, the purpose of the tort system is to ensure that accident victims are fully
compensated").

153. See id. at 220-21. Many commentators have stated that the spread of liability insurance
in the United States has significantly limited the fault aspects of tort law. See, e.g., id.;
HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.19 at 642 ("[wlith ... the coming of liability insurance . ..
something of the philosophy of social insurance has crept into the thinking about tort liability

..."). Additionally, the expansion of strict liability theories of recovery has lessened the fault
emphasis of tort law. See Comment, supra note 143, at 808 (rationale that the wrongdoer
must pay has no place in a system that is based on "optimum distribution of societal costs"
and not fault); see also Civiletti, Zeroing in on the Real Litigation Crisis: Irrational Justice,
Needless Delays, Excessive Costs, 46 MD. L. REV. 40, 41 (1986) (the concept of fault in tort
law has been eroded by strict liability, joint and several liability, and other emerging doctrines).

Although the societal effect of liability insurance is beyond the scope of this article, it is
important to recognize the potential influence of liability insurance on tort law. Two factors
should be mentioned. First, liability insurance may create unsafe behavior on the part of the
one who has it. See Bell, Legislative Intrusions into the Common Law of Medical Malpractice:
Thoughts About the Deterrent Effect of Tort Liability, 35 SYRACUSE L. REv. 939, 954 n.74
(1984) [hereinafter Bell]. This results because the insured believes himself to be protected from
any tort sanctions by means of his insurance. See id. Second, liability premiums do not change
proportionately to judgments rendered against the insured. Thus, there is no direct incentive
to behave more safely. Id. at 954.

154. See HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.22, at 655-56 (trend is toward "diluting the concept
of fault" and allowing recoveries when the actor has "less and less moral blameworthiness").
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despite the presence of an innocent insurer who will be actually
paying the defendant's damages, in the traditional negligence action
the defendant remains "at fault." ' It must be admitted that in no-
fault situations-either mandated by statute or a common-law strict
liability action-the collateral source rule should not be applied under
the rationale that the wrongdoer should not benefit. 56 With no
wrongdoer in those situations, the punishment rationale for the
collateral source rule has neither purpose nor validity. Nevertheless,
it appears that in actions involving fault on the part of one of the
parties, the collateral source rule may have more vitality than some
are willing to admit.

Ultimately, however, the punishment rationalization for the rule
must be rejected. Tort law already provides punitive damages to
punish an individual for particularly unacceptable behavior. 15 7 Ad-
ditionally, a civil action is not the proper forum in which to adju-
dicate one's moral propriety."' To the contrary, legal principles and
considerations should determine a defendant's liability. Thus, the
assertion that the wrongdoer should bear the entire loss caused by
his wrongful actions, at least as a valid punishment of the defendant,
cannot withstand critical analysis.

B. The Benefit Belongs to the Plaintiff

The problem of properly allocating the collateral benefit to the
correct party comes into play in two distinct situations: (1) when the
plaintiff procured the benefit on his own; and (2) when the benefit
was gratuitously provided to the plaintiff by a third party. These two
circumstances involve differing favorable and unfavorable factors, making
separate treatment of them helpful.

155. The defendant is the party whose conduct allegedly caused the plaintiff's injury. But
see Ingber, Rethinking Tangible Injuries: A Focus on Remedy, 73 CALIF. L. REV. 772, 790
(1985) (with liability insurance, the costs of an accident are shifted from one innocent to
another).

156. See Comment, supra note 143, at 808-09. The very purpose of strict or enterprise
liability is to distribute the costs of an accident to those that can best bear it. Id. Thus,
"under such a compensation system the collateral source rule represents little more than an
anachronistic relic of the fault system." Id. at 809.

157. See HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.22, at 655 n.11 ("[t]he law of torts does, of course,
recognize and allow punitive damages ...but they are awarded in addition to compensatory
damages and are not involved here").

158. See Lorentzen & Rankin, supra note 17, at 4-5 (only purpose of the law is to provide
the plaintiff with full compensation).
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1. Plaintiff's Foresight

In the insurance cases, one traditional argument in favor of the
collateral source rule is that the defendant should not benefit from
the plaintiff's foresight in obtaining the insurance. Rather, since the
plaintiff took the initiative to purchase the insurance and paid for
it, he should profit from his actions. 15 9 This analysis is equally
applicable in the employment benefits area inasmuch as the plaintiff
pays for wage continuation during times of disability by taking a
lower salary.160

Most of the criticism of this rationale has focused on the victim's
expectation in securing the insurance as employment benefits. The
benefits, it is argued, were a security to ensure "prompt and sure
payments without the necessity of litigation and without regard to
the liability and financial resources of prospective defendants.' '16 1

The insurance was certainly not obtained to create the possibility of
a double recovery for the insured. 62 Based on the victim's expecta-
tion, he should not get more than that for which he bargained. 163

The same argument could be made concerning employment benefits
retained by the victim. The employee received a lower salary in
exchange for security in an unknown future, not to receive a double
recovery. 164

However, the preceding argument has at least one serious flaw.
Under no circumstances should the victim lose his entire recovery
against the defendant because of the receipt of insurance payments
or wages. The plaintiff made payments to secure the two respective
benefits. Thus, even if the plaintiff cannot recover twice for the same
damages, he must at least recover the amount he expended to procure

159. See Brown v. American Transfer & Storage Co., 601 S.W.2d 931, 934-36 (Tex.)
(wrongdoer gets no benefit from independently obtained insurance of the plaintiff), cert.
denied, 449 U.S. 1015 (1980); Moceri & Messina, The Collateral Source Rule in Personal
Injury Litigation, 7 GoNz. L. REv. 310, 315 (1972). The general argument is that "the party
who has had the foresight to provide insurance for himself should not have his good judgment
inure to the benefit of someone who has injured him." Id.

160. See City of Fort Worth v. Barlow, 313 S.W.2d 906, 910-11 (Tex. Civ. App.-Fort
Worth 1958, writ ref'd n.r.e.) (sailor took lower wages in Navy to get benefit of free medical
care); DoBas, supra note 19, § 8.10, at 584.

161. Note, supra note 19, at 751; see DOBBS, supra note 19, § 8.10, at 584-85.
162. See DOBBS, supra note 19, § 8.10, at 584.
163. Note, supra note 19, at 751.
164. See id.
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the benefits. 65 This prevents the plaintiff from receiving less than he
would have without the insurance at all.

Even those who would assert that the plaintiff's intent in ob-
taining any particular benefit precludes him from getting a double
recovery generally agree that the collateral source rule should be
applied to life insurance.' 6 In this area, the "foresight" rationale is
extremely persuasive. If the decedent wanted to provide a benefit for
his dependents upon his death, his desire should be observed. Oth-
erwise, a disincentive exists to exercise such options. 167

The recoveries to which opponents of the collateral source rule
object to the most are medical expenses and wages.1 68 It is argued
that double recoveries on these items provide an unnecessary and
unintended benefit to the plaintiff and, in the case of insurance,
increase the costs of premiums for the whole group that is insured.169

Yet, it might be argued that the same reasoning supports application
of the rule in these cases as in life insurance situations.170 Allowing
the plaintiff to recover from the defendant for the damages he
caused, while still keeping the benefits he obtained through inde-
pendent arrangements, encourages individuals to purchase insurance
and provide for future contingencies.

2. Third Party's Gratuity

The second situation in which a problem exists concerning the
proper allocation of the collateral benefit is when a party independent

165. See McDowell, supra note 19, at 224-25. Unless the plaintiff gets at least the cost of
the collateral benefit in damages from the defendant, the tortfeasor gets a windfall. He gets

"the benefit of the victim's foresightedness in providing insurance protection without ...
having to pay for that insurance." Id. at 224. Thus, even in the most restrictive situation, the
plaintiff must be able to introduce the cost of his collateral benefits if they are taken away
from him. The tort reform bill introduced in the Texas legislature allows the plaintiff to
introduce "the amount the claimant paid or contributed to secure the right to each collateral
benefit." TEx. Cirv. PPac. & REM. CODE ANN. § 42.004(a) (1987) (proposed chapter; see supra
note 126).

166. See McDowell, supra note 19, at 224 (life insurance should come within the collateral
source rule).

167. Id. The perpetual allowance of life insurance proceeds to be retained by the plantiff,
even though it allows a "double recovery," causes one writer to question the entire criticism
of the foresight rationale. See Phillips, supra note 1, at 58.

168. McDowell, supra note 19, at 224. It is said that "the admissible collateral benefits
should be those covering the items of special damage in tort, the medical expenses and loss
of earnings." Id.

169. See DoaBs, supra note 19, § 8.10, at 586; see also McDowell, supra note 19, at 210-
11 (the collateral source rule increases the premiums of an entire class of insureds).

170. See Phillips, supra note 1, at 58.
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of the defendant provides a free service to the plaintiff, saving him
the costs of purchasing the services. Such a gratuity is often provided
by a family member or friend in the form of free medical services. 7 ,
These circumstances lend themselves to application of the collateral
source rule and such a result has generally been recommended. 72

Perhaps the most compelling reason behind acceptance of this
recovery by the plaintiff when he has already been compensated for
the loss by a third party is the presence of a donative intent on the
third party's behalf. This is the only situation within the scope of
the collateral source rule in which a double recovery is sometimes
intended. A relative frequently provides a gratuity to the injured
person with the express intent to benefit him in an excessive sense. 73

Moreover, precluding recovery by the plaintiff for damages that are
reduced by gratuities would have a chilling effect on the rendering
of such services. 74 Although donors do not provide gratuities with
the knowledge that they might reduce any recovery for the victim in
a lawsuit, the positive incentive provided by the collateral source rule
in this area should be left intact.

C. The Defendant Should Not Benefit from Plaintiff's Receipt of
Collateral Compensation

A final rationale that Texas courts have relied upon in upholding
the collateral source rule has been that the defendant did not con-
tribute to the independent relief obtained by the plaintiff and thus
should receive no benefit from such collateral compensation. There
are two essential elements to this argument: (1) the defendant was
not privy to the provider of the collateral benefit; 75 and (2) the
defendant's conduct should not be encouraged by giving him a

171. See, e.g., Houston & Tex. Cent. R.R. v. Gerald, 128 S.W. 166, 170 (Tex. Civ. App.
1910, writ ref'd) (nursing services provided by wife).

172. Even those commentators critical of the collateral source rule have recognized the
equities involved in this situation. See HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.22, at 661; McDowell,
supra note 19, at 223-24; West, supra note 19, at 414. The theory behind this result is that
anyone may give another a gift, and if the person intends it to create a double recovery, the
donor's intent should not be denied. HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.22, at 661.

173. See HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.22, at 661.
174. See McDowell, supra note 19, at 223 ("the policy reason [for allowing the plaintiff

to recover] is that we want to reinforce a dwindling tradition in our society, the willingness
of family and friends to help someone in need").

175. See Brown v. American Transfer & Storage Co., 601 S.W.2d 931, 934 (Tex.), cert.
denied, 449 U.S. 1015 (1980).
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benefit. 76 The first element is more definitively expressed by Texas
courts than the second, although the deterrent rationale is present in
nearly all applications of the collateral source rule, 77 including its
use in Texas.

The defendant's position relative to the collateral source may
well be irrelevant for purposes of measuring the plaintiff's damages.
Most commentators prefer to concentrate on the excessive recovery
by the plaintiff, as opposed to the defendant's right to pay less. 78

The defendant's legal obligation is to compensate the plaintiff for
his loss; to restore him to his position before the injury. 79 Thus,
regardless of the defendant's legal relationship to the collateral source,
the plaintiff should not be made more than whole. The focus is on
restoration of the plaintiff, not the defendant's right to be credited
with losses that have already been compensated.

Yet, the defendant's position relative to the plaintiff is relevant
in at least one way: the deterrent effect of the damages award against
him. Deterrence of wrongful conduct has always been a significant
purpose of tort damages.8 0 Admittedly, the prevalence of insurance
coverage has reduced the deterrent impact of tort damages them-
selves.' 8' However, there continues to be evidence that tort judgments
do deter undesirable conduct.'82 Thus, overemphasizing the compen-

176. Id. at 934-35.
177. See HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.22, at 657 (discussing the deterrent rationale under

the collateral source rule).
178. See DoBBs, supra note 19, § 8.10, at 584-87; McDowell, supra note 19, at 211.
179. HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.55, at 655.
180. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 902A (1979); see also Owen, Deterrence and

Desert in Tort: A Comment, 73 CALrF. L. REV. 665, 666-70 (1985) (part of tort law's
"punishment function" is to prevent certain losses already caused by a defendant from
occurring in the future).

181. See supra notes 152-54 and accompanying text; see also Sugarman, Doing Away With
Tort Law, 73 CALIF. L. REV. 555, 573-81 (1985) ("liability insurance protection shifts the
direct economic deterrent pressure of tort law from would-be tortfeasors to insurance com-
panies").

182. See Galanter, The Day After the Litigation Explosion, 46 MD. L. REV. 3, 29-33 (1986)
[hereinafter Galanter]. Professor Galanter, besides demonstrating statistically that there was
no litigation explosion, recognizes the beneficial effects of litigation. See id. He gives four
examples of behavioral changes through litigation: (1) a restaurant owner who held classes for
his employees to train them to recognize intoxicated customers. The purpose of the training
was to avoid potential "dram shop" liability. See id. at 29-30; (2) a city that chose to replace
existing asphalt under playground equipment (it was "installed to eliminate mud and cut park
mowing costs") with softer materials. The purpose was to avoid potential liability. See id. at
30; (3) an all-male eating club decided to admit women while it was in the middle of a sex-
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sation objective of damages, while forgetting the deterrent goal, is
not only undesirable but also dangerous. The effect of a solely
compensatory system of damages would be to undermine the fault
basis of tort law. The result would be that undesirable conduct would
no longer be discouraged, and safety, to at least some extent, would
be lessened." 3 Thus, although the normal occurrence today is for an
"innocent" liability insurer to pay tort judgments (shifting the loss
from the innocent plaintiff to the innocent insurer), the deterrent
objective of damages may well justify forcing the defendant to either
pay the judgment himself, or provide for its payment by someone
else.

The most pervasive problem with drawing conclusions about the
validity of the rationale behind the collateral source rule is that
normally only two choices are available: to apply the rule and allow
cumulation of recoveries or to abolish the rule and allow only a
single recovery. However, as will be discussed in the section to
follow, the choices concerning reform of the collateral source rule
are not nearly so limited. Instead, there are several options compro-
mising total abolition and total inaction. These "middle" alternatives
will be explored next in formulating a proposal for Texas.

IV. A PROPOSAL

The future of the collateral source rule, especially in light of the
many calls for its abolition,8 4 must be considered more broadly than
in either-or terms. The rule must be reconsidered so that all the

discrimination suit. The decision was based in part on high legal fees. See id. at 30-31; and
(4) a university, after an internal investigation, found that student-athletes were being admitted
and advanced without regard to academic requirements. The investigation was ordered on the
heels of a large jury award against the university which resulted from dismissing a former
teacher at the school who protested the favorable treatment given to athletes. See id. at 31.

The meaning of these instances is that tort law has a general deterrence function (the
restaurant and the city) and a special deterrence function (the eating club and the university).
Id. at 33. In the former situation, "[litigation against one actor may lead others to reassess
the risks and advantages of similar activity." Id. Special deterrence, on the other hand, occurs
when participants change their behavior as a result of a particular lawsuit. Id. at 32-33. Tort
judgments may have other deterrent effects also, including a recognition that certain activity
is "good" and other activity is "bad" (creating a moral inhibition) and by putting a stigma
on the losing party. See Bell, supra note 153, at 975-90.

183. See Galanter, supra note 182, at 33-37 (one study showed that "product liability has
the greatest influence on product design decisions"). Without the deterrent of tort damages,
both dangerous products and activity would likely increase. Id.

184. See supra notes 106-10 and accompanying text.
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competing interests can best be served-that is, how the plaintiff can
retain full compensation for his injuries yet not receive a double
recovery while the defendant does not benefit unjustly from money
and services intended to help the plaintiff. The first step toward a
workable solution requires an examination of subrogation as it works
within the collateral source rule.

A. Subrogation Rights

The principle of subrogation directly affects whether the victim
gets a double recovery because of the collateral source rule. When
this principle applies, it forces the plaintiff to essentially repay the
third party in accordance with the amount recovered by the plaintiff
from the defendant." 5 Courts have applied this principle most uni-
formly in fire and property insurance cases. 1 6 Subrogation works as
follows: upon occurrence of the contingency covered by the insurance
policy (for example, destruction of a building by a fire), the insurer
compensates the insured for the extent of the loss. Next, due to the
subrogation right of the insurer, suit is brought against the negligent
party in the name of the insured, but for the benefit of the insurer.
Thus, any recovery for loss of the building by fire, up to the amount
contributed by the insurer, is returned to the insurance company.
This right may also exist upon the receipt of government benefits
such that any damages recovered go to the government first.

More widespread application of the subrogation principle in the
area covered by the collateral source rule is an attractive and sensible
alternative to the present application of the collateral source rule.8 7

Probably the greatest criticism of such a proposal is the needless cost
that results from shifting liability in this manner. 88 Opponents of
extending subrogation rights to all collateral sources argue that the
result is an inefficient transfer of liability from the plaintiff's insurer
to the defendant's insurer.8 9 Ultimately, the issue to be decided is

185. See DOBBS, supra note 19, § 8.10, at 585 (subrogation gives the insurer "a right to
step into the injured party's shoes to the extent he has paid").

186. See Duval County Ranch Co. v. Alamo Lumber Co., 663 S.W.2d 627, 632 (Tex.
App.-Amarillo 1983, writ ref'd n.r.e.); HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.22 at 664-65.

187. See West, supra note 19, at 414. The author suggests that "[instead of preferring
either the plaintiff or defendant, why not allow the person who provided the collateral source
benefits to be reimbursed to the extent of his expenditures." Id.

188. See DOBBS, supra note 19, § 8.10, at 586.
189. See id.
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which party should maintain the responsibility of primary liability.
One approach would be to abolish the collateral source rule and the
right of subrogation. This proposal places primary responsibility for
the plaintiff's losses on the plaintiff's collateral source providers.
Only to the extent that the plaintiff had not insured himself against
whatever contingency occurred would the defendant be liable. This
system would avoid the costs attendant with litigating the issue at
fault, at least with respect to those losses for which the plaintiff has
already been compensated. Thus, there is no inefficient shifting of
liability and no increase in liability insurance premiums for an entire
class of insureds. 190

Something is inherently wrong with the conclusion that the
victim's insurer should be primarily liable for the insured's accident.
Of course, if the ultimate goal of tort law is to keep down insurance
premiums, perhaps the above position is the one to be adopted.
However, common sense dictates that the defendant or his insurer
must bear primary and ultimate responsibility for the damages caused
by the defendant's actions. This is especially so if the broadening of
the concept of subrogation or the creation of a right to equitable
reimbursement can be achieved, such that the plaintiff receives only
one satisfaction for his injuries while the defendant pays for all the
loss he has caused.

B. Modification of the Collateral Source Rule

The first step in proposing a change to a long-established rule
of law is the method of the revision. In the case of the collateral
source rule, its roots are so deep that judicial modification is real-
istically impossible. 19' Thus, any change in the rule should be legis-
lative. 192 The validity of this conclusion is supported by the method
of abolishing the rule that other states have taken. Every state
modifying or abolishing the collateral source rule has done so legis-

190. See McDowell, supra note 19, at 210-212.
191. See id. at 205. Based on the long reliance courts have placed on the collateral source

rule, the principle of stare decisis would most likely prevent a court reversal of the rule. Id.
192. Id.
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latively.' 93 Clearly the legislative approach is the only one available
in this instance.

Next, the goals of any revision or modification must be deter-

mined. The primary goal of modification of the collateral source rule
must be full and adequate compensation of the plaintiff. 94 Compen-
sation is the ultimate objective of tort law and must be considered
in altering tort damages. Using compensation of the plaintiff as the
primary goal automatically eliminates the plaintiff's right to any

double recoveries. Instead, a system must be devised that provides
the plaintiff with all the damages to which he is due, but not more
than he deserves.

An additional goal should be to maintain the structure of tort

damages. In other words, the principle that the plaintiff receives
compensation for his injuries and that the defendant pays for the
injuries he causes must be retained. 95 This structural integrity is
central to a tort system. It is essential that the defendant be forced
to pay for whatever damages he causes, not because he must be
punished, but because between the innocent plaintiff and the negligent

defendant, the defendant should be responsible. 96 Thus, any system
that makes the plaintiff's insurer the primary insurer for injuries
caused by another must be discarded. Instead, an approach that
restricts the plaintiff's recovery to the extent of his injuries, but
requires the defendant to pay, is desirable.

With those two goals in mind, a modification of the collateral
source rule is proposed.197 Under the proposal, the right of subro-

193. See supra note Ill and accompanying text. The legislative approach best suits this

problem because of the need for specific guidelines. The limitation on courts-to only decide
the controversy before them-creates great difficulty with the reform of issues like the collateral

source rule.
194. See supra note 150 and accompanying text.

195. This conclusion follows from an analysis of the underlying purposes of tort damages.

Their primary purpose is to compensate, see supra note 150 and accompanying text, but they

also have a deterrent function, see supra notes 180-83 and accompanying text, that is central

to the system. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) of TORTS § 901 (1979). It is the balance between

these two functions that must be weighed in modifying the collateral source rule. To consider
only the compensation function without regard to the deterrent function would upset the

American system of torts. Any change in the rule must consider both principles. See Comment,

supra note 143, at 791-92 (collateral source rule involves conflict between principles of

compensation, punishment, and mitigation).

196. See supra notes 180-83 and accompanying text. To form an adequate deterrent to

undesirable conduct, the spectre of monetary damages is essential. Cf. Galanter, supra note
182, at 29-37.

197. To call this a modification of the collateral source rule may be in error because, if
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gation would be extended to all collateral sources, while the collateral
source rule itself would be left intact. 19 Thus, the defendant would
be responsible for all the damages he caused; the plaintiff would
recover only once for a particular loss; and the collateral source
providers would be subrogated to the rights of the plaintiff.

This proposal certainly achieves the two goals it was intended
to reach. If all collateral sources have the right of subrogation, then
the plaintiff would never receive an unjust double recovery. Further-
more, the defendant would remain liable for his actions because of
the subrogation right. He must compensate the plaintiff to the extent
of his liability. Then, of course, the plaintiff would have to pay to
all collateral source providers the extent of their payment.

The procedure for such a proposal would not change the trial
between a plaintiff and a defendant at all. No mention of insurance
or other collateral source benefits would be permissible. Moreover,
the trial would be conducted in the name of the plaintiff, although
mostly for the benefit of those with the subrogation right. Any
recovery at trial above collateral payments would belong to the
plaintiff. Thus, the plaintiff obtains the maximum recovery possi-
ble, 199 while keeping the primary responsibility for compensation on
the defendant or the defendant's insurer. 200 Even though the defend-
ant's insurer is an "innocent" party, it represents the negligent

the plaintiff is not allowed to recover from both the defendant and collateral sources, then it
is not truly the collateral source rule. However, the terminology is based on analysis of this
area that suggests the choice is not limited to either abrogation or retention of the rule. See
Fleming, supra note 17, at 1484; HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.19, at 644.

Fleming calls this either-or analysis "[o]ne of the endemic flaws of the debate over the
collateral source rule." Fleming, supra note 17, at 1484. Both of these works suggest third
alternatives that allow the plaintiff to get the "maximum amount he could recover from a
single source." HARPER, supra note 19, § 25.19, at 644.

198. See West, supra note 19, at 414 (proposal to extend the right of subrogation to
collateral sources).

199. This result is consistent with the proposal discussed supra at note 197.
200. An additional provision is necessary in the proposal to ensure that the plaintiff gets

the maximum recovery possible. The plaintiff must be able to receive any payments or
contributions he made in order to receive the collateral payment. Otherwise, the plaintiff loses
his collaterdl source (through subrogation) and does not even retain the costs expended to get
the benefit. This provision is included in the bill currently before the Texas legislature. See
TEX. CIV. PRAc. & REM. CODE ANN. § 42.004 (1987) (proposed chapter; see supra note
126). However, if the collateral source waived the right to subrogation, see infra notes 202-03
and accompanying text, then no recovery by the plaintiff for payments made to collateral
sources should be allowed.
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defendant. 20' Thus, consistent with the second goal for tort modifi-
cation, the defendant should bear primary liability for the plaintiff's
damages.

Another element must be added to the proposal to ensure
accuracy. Any collateral source should have the freedom to waive or
refuse to exercise its right of subrogation. 20 2 This flexibility allows a
windfall to the plaintiff in the one situation in which he deserves it:
when the provider intended the benefit to be a gratuity. 203 If a family
member provides gratuitous nursing services with a desire to benefit
the plaintiff in such a way, the gift should be honored. Additionally,
the plaintiff should always receive life insurance benefits without any
reduction in damages or any subrogation right. The peculiar nature
of life insurance justifies exceptional treatment. 2

0
4

The primary opposition to extending the use of subrogation is
its inefficient shift of the loss. 20 5 The argument is that subrogation
forces the parties to use litigation to shift the burden of liability for
the loss.2° 6 The very costs of litigation cause the shift to operate
poorly because of the expenses incurred on both sides. 20 7 It is said
to be better to leave primary liability on the plaintiff's insurer, thus
avoiding the costs of shifting the burden. 2

0
8

Most obviously, this rationale violates the objective of maintain-
ing the structural balance of tort damages. The very essence of tort
law is the shift of loss from innocent party to negligent party. The
costs are inherent in the system. Any proposal to place primary
liability on the plaintiff or his insurer is really an attempt to change

201. The defendant pays for liability insurance coverage to protect himself against the
possibility of a tort judgment in the future. The purpose of the insurance obtained by the
defendant is to a satisfy a potential judgment. Thus, the insurer merely pays the judgment
for the defendant as a result of the defendant's conduct. Although insurance has been shown
to lessen the fault principles of tort law, see Bell, supra note 153, at 954-55, the deterrent
effect of tort judgments should not be underestimated. Even when paid by innocent insurers,
there is a deterrent effect that will result. See id. at 975-90.

202. See West, supra note 19, at 414.
203. See supra notes 171-74 and accompanying text.
204. See supra notes 166-67 and accompanying text.
205. See HAmER, supra note 19, § 25.23, at 673; McDowell, supra note 19, at 211. Tort

litigation is said to be "an expensive and clumsy way to answer the question of whether the
first party insurer is entitled to transfer its loss payment to a liability insurer." McDowell,
supra note 19, at 211.

206. McDowell, supra note 19, at 211.
207. Id.
208. Id.; see supra notes 189-90 and accompanying text.
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the structure and purpose of tort law. The proposal advocated by
this Comment maintains the basic structure of American tort law.
Furthermore, expanded subrogation avoids the strained rationale that
is necessary with the present rule. There is no argument of punishment
or deterrence or foresight. Rather, the nature of tort law is fulfilled.
The plaintiff is compensated, and the defendant pays for the damages
he causes. 2°9

V. CONCLUSION

Skyrocketing insurance premiums and the unavailability of some
types of insurance have caused many to examine ways to improve
the effectiveness of tort law through legislative reform. One such
proposed reform calls for abolition of the collateral source rule. The
factors addressed in this Comment, however, indicate that such a
drastic measure would not necessarily accomplish its goal and would
threaten the balance necessary in an equitable tort law system.

Thus, although the traditional rationale supporting the rule may
be subject to criticism, the concept of a balanced system of damages
seems legally justified. The present form of the rule does not always
provide justice. By extending the right of subrogation to all collateral
source providers, damages would favor neither the plaintiff nor the
defendant. A plaintiff would get all the damages necessary to fully
compensate him, while the defendant would pay no. more than the
amount of damages he caused. Only when the donor intended a
windfall benefit for the plaintiff would double recovery be permitted.

Texas is once again facing a movement for reform. This time
however, the proposals affect tort law as a whole. Adoption of the
proposal suggested in this Comment will effectively curb the double
recovery that sometimes occurs under the collateral source rule, while
preserving the well-entrenched system of damage allocation in Texas.

by L. Timothy Perrin

209. One final note necessary to complete this proposal is the scope of the proposed
reform. Consistent with the rationale behind the collateral source rule, the rule should only

be kept in cases that involve the fault of a party. The "wrongdoer" analysis has no applicability
in strict or enterprise liability cases. See supra note 156 and accompanying text; see also
Comment, supra note 143, at 808-09 (collateral source rule should not apply in the strict
liability context). The application of the proposal advocated in this Comment should be limited
to negligence and intentional tort actions.
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